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Abstract

Introduction: Studies exploring psychoactive substance use (PASU) among adolescents report a variety of both intrapersonal and interpersonal negatively and positively reinforcing factors. While existing studies have looked at factors affecting PASU among adolescents in general, little has been done to explore such factors in schools.

Objective: This paper examines the factors that influence PASU among adolescents in Ugandan public schools.

Methods: The study generated data from 12 focus group discussions (FGDs), based on a qualitative, cross-sectional exploratory design using purposive sampling. We used a focus group guide based on the question: What factors influence use of psychoactive substances among students in your school?

Results: All focus groups noted peer pressure as the strongest factor influencing use of substances in schools, with relief from domestic stress being identified as the second strongest factor. The FGDs tackled other factors related to PASU in public schools in Uganda, though not to as big of an extent.

Conclusion: Present study results generally seem to suggest that PASU among adolescents in public schools is a result of the interaction between adolescents, the substances in question, and the environment in which those adolescents live.

Background

Psychoactive substance use (PASU) among adolescents is an increasing subject of social and public health concern in most parts of the world (Conway et al., 2013; Thompson, Rivara, & Whitehill, 2015; Yusoff et al., 2014). Previous and recent decades have seen both scientific sources and popular press in developed and developing countries devoting priority to PASU among youth (Botvin & Griffin, 2007; Cronk & Sarvela, 1997). Studies exploring PASU among adolescents consistently report on a variety of both intrapersonal and interpersonal negatively and positively reinforcing factors of substance use (Barnes, Welte, Tidwell, & Hoffman, 2013; Dolcini et al., 2013; Pengpid & Peltzer, 2013; Reddy, Resnicow, Omardien, & Kambaran, 2007; Sanhueza, Delva, Bares, & Grogan-Kaylor, 2013). It has been reported that prevalence and availability of psychoactive substances catalyzes their use among adolescents (Marks et al., 2005; Warren, Smalley, & Barefoot, 2013).

Related earlier studies propose that adolescents with poor social attachment have weaker self-image and a greater need to portray themselves to their peers as “tough” or “cool” through experimenting with psychoactive substances (Marks et al., 2005; Perkins, 1997; Tulu & Keskis, 2015). Broadly speaking, the concerns regarding factors responsible for the increasing use of psychoactive substances among adolescents undoubtedly cut across the social-care systems, including schools (e.g., Geramian, Akhavan, Gharat, Tehrani, & Farajzadeh, 2012; Moore & Werch, 2005).

While most existing studies have explored the factors affecting PASU among adolescents in general, little has been done to explore about such factors in school contexts. And, to the best of our knowledge, no specific studies have been done regarding the factors affecting PASU among adolescents in public schools in Uganda. Moreover, miniature non-academic empirical sources are available to underpin the factors responsible for PASU in Ugandan schools. Yet schools are inclined to deal with the
detrimental effects caused by PASU among youth (Kacwamu, 2010; Muggaga, 2010). The present study is timely in its tenacity of exploring the factors that influence PASU among students in public schools.

The context of the factors associated with PASU among students is well grounded in the diffusion and social learning theories of substance use (Donovan, 2004; Ferrence, 2001; Petratis, Flay, & Miller, 1995). The theory of diffusion is pertinent in expressing PASU as a “contagious” process and naturally spreading across school settings (Ferrence, 2001; Laflin, Edmundson, & Moore-Hirsch, 1995). It is inferred here that PASU disperses from individual students to others and from one place to another. According to Ferrence (2001), the “contagion” mechanism of PASU follows a sideways spread whereby use of one substance leads to use of another. The diffusion theory for this reason underscores a possibility of new students acquiring PASU practices from cultures and subcultures of old students in schools. Substance use among adolescents seems to be systematically transmitted over existing friendship networks of drug users, and diffusion is believed to originate at a single point as it spreads outwards via media and person-to-person interactions (Ferrence, 2001).

In accordance with the social learning theory, PASU among students has been proven and regarded as a behavior that develops in response to the influence of significant other people (Colby et al., 2013; Giovazolias & Themeli, 2014; Onya, Tessera, & Myers, 2012). For instance, Donovan (2004) articulates that modeling of alcohol and drug use predicts initiation of its consumption among adolescents. That, perhaps, explains the stance by the social learning theorists in asserting that students’ use of psychoactive substances relates to interaction with their school environments. It is asserted that interaction with peer groups encourages experimentation with psychoactive substances among school-going adolescents (McLeod, 2016). Similarly, PASU has previously been related to school neighborhood factors (Karriker-Jaffe et al., 2012; Milam, Furr-Holden, Harrell, Whitaker, & Leaf, 2012; Oman, Tolma, Vesely, & Aspy, 2013). Such a state of affairs catalyzes indulgence in substance use among adolescents and their peers, as previously opined by the social learning theorists.

Petratis, Flay, and Miller (1995) succinctly elucidate a theoretical change away from the substance-specific beliefs of adolescents to possible causes of such beliefs. They maintain that sociologists and behaviorally oriented psychologists have built upon the social learning theory to assert that adolescents possibly acquire PASU behaviors from role models—especially peers and parents. For instance, it is widely documented that peer influence is a central factor in shaping adolescents’ substance use and other interpersonal experiences (Rukundo, 2012; Walsh & Tzelepis, 2007). Thus, behavioral/social learning theories of substance use focus on interactive or social engagements as conjoined elements predicting PASU among adolescents (Dokua, Koivusiltac, Raisamob, & Rimpelää, 2012; Fleary, Heffler, & McKyer, 2013; Seay & Kohl, 2013).

In the most specific terms, the theoretical argument regarding social learning alludes to adolescents’ involvement with substance-using “role models” as being likely to have three sequential effects: (1) the observation and imitation of substance-specific behaviors; (2) social reinforcement; and (3) expectation of positive social and physiological outcomes from future PASU (Petratis et al., 1995). The social learning theory moreover reaffirms adolescent socialization as reflected in imitation and reinforcement (Kandel & Andrews, 1987). In essence, the social learning point of view assumes that adolescents become addicted to psychoactive substances through repeated association, reinforcement, and modeling (Caprara, Regalia, & Bandura, 2002; Hockenbury & Hockenbury, 2006; Karen, 1993).

Despite the theoretical artifacts vis-à-vis factors of PASU, substance use among students notably results in negative effects, contrary to adolescents’ portraits of positive images of substance use (Agius, Taft, Hemphill, Toumbourou, & McMorris, 2013). Positive imageries regarding PASU are exacerbated and glamorized by the media with a purpose of attracting and motivating students to use psychoactive substances (Kalichman, Simbaya, Kaufman, Cain, & Jooste, 2007; Sznitman & Romer, 2014). The media is therefore one of the aspects associated with PASU reinforcement among students (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2010). For instance, the American Academy of Pediatrics (2010) accordingly predicts that cigarette advertising increases teenagers’ risk of smoking by glamorizing smoking and smokers. Smoking is subsequently depicted as being associated with modern life, having fun, and being stylish, without featuring its adverse consequences (Mpabulungi, 2003).

In addition to media exposure, it is well-known that family environment influences adolescents to take psychoactive substances (Brook, Pahl, Morojele, & Brook, 2006). Stressful family situations and uncertainty due to family breakdown could lead to an increase in PASU behaviors among adolescents and children (Wood, 2009). Similarly, a positive correlation exists between levels of alcohol use and abuse and the amount of daily stress and conflict within a family (Donovan, 2004; Wood, 2009). In the same way, several examples of family stressors such as single parenthood and parental drug addiction seem to exacerbate PASU among adolescents (Brook, Pahl, Morojele, & Brook, 2006; Wood, 2009).

The home initially and traditionally is considered the primary source where school-age children begin to draw their views of alcohol and its subsequent use (Conway et al., 2013; Wallace & Muroff, 2002; Yusoff et al., 2014). Furthermore, it has been suggested that family attitudes towards PASU behavior, poor and inconsistent family management practices, high levels of family conflict, and low family bonding work in unison to enable substance use among adolescents (Wallace & Muroff, 2002). The family’s view on use of a particular substance therefore seems to play a large part in development of the child’s perception toward PASU (Telzer, Gonzales, & Fuligni, 2013).
Extensive review of previous studies presumably provides a strong ground to discern that contextual and familial factors influencing substance use among students vary widely. The general consensus, however, seems to allude to inner and outer influences of substance use. It is nevertheless worth noting that substance use does not solve students’ problems but only masks sensations and often makes problems worse. Investigating the factors associated with PASU among public schools in Uganda may well become a step forward in overcoming harmful consequences of substance use. The present study was consequently instituted to answer the question: what factors influence use of psychoactive substances among adolescents in public secondary schools in Uganda?

Methods

Study Settings
The study was conducted in four major geographical regions of Uganda, comprising the Western, Eastern, Northern, and Central regions. The regions of Uganda were unique in their socio-cultural settings, giving the students in the respective schools a diversified background. We therefore utilized students’ diverse backgrounds to deduce a comprehensive representation of the study subject. The study selected public schools from urban areas around Uganda’s capital city Kampala and ten municipalities. Choice of school was informed by the nature of the institution, which is to provide affordable education to urban children from low socio-economic status families. For this reason, these schools are congested with students, many of whom commute from far distances on a daily basis. The consistent interaction of students with regular urban communities is therefore an important consideration in examining the factors affecting PASU in those schools.

Design and Sample
The present study is based on a qualitative, exploratory design using purposive sampling. It was conducted among adolescents in public, coeducational schools, focusing on prefects (i.e., student-leaders) as participants. In an ordinary secondary school in Uganda, prefects form an interface and mediate between students and school administrators. Prefects were therefore deemed instrumental in supplying reliable information and opinions regarding student affairs in their respective schools. We conducted rigorous focus group discussions (FGDs) until saturation was reached at the 12th FGD. Data collection at this point was terminated, in preparation for final analysis.

Instrument
A focus group guide was used to generate data from student-leaders based on the main question: “What factors influence use of psychoactive substances among students in your school?” All the FGDs were therefore based on the study theme “factors influencing substance use among adolescents in schools.” The discussions followed a two-way interaction between the moderator and study participants, and between participants themselves. During the FGDs, the moderator initiated, regulated, and sustained (through probes) the conversations, based on the study theme and sub-themes. The study participants, with the guidance of the moderator, extensively and thematically discussed the question of the study.

Ethical Consideration
Approval for data collection was initially sought from the Institutional Review Board of Mbarara University of Science and Technology in Mbarara, Uganda. Further clearance was sought and obtained from the Uganda National Council of Science and Technology and from the Office of the President of the Republic of Uganda. The final permission to interact with students was obtained from respective heads of schools. Before the discussions began, the participants’ written and informed consent was first obtained. Explanations regarding study aims, the right to decline participating, the right to withdraw, and issues of confidentiality were articulated to the students prior to the start of each FGD.

Analysis
Data analysis was ongoing during and after data collection using thematic content analysis, a phase-by-phase manual analysis of thematic data categories. Thematic content analysis was preferable because it enabled scrutiny of conceptual similarities and discovery of patterns of themes, which identified what study participants talked about most frequently and collected related themes. In the first phase, recordings of FGDs were played and listened to at least twice before they were summarized, a benchmark for preliminary coding of emerging trends. During the second phase, primary transcription of the interviews was completed and substantively evaluated for accuracy and coherency. A more categorical analysis was then started, first in broader terms and then zeroing in on specific categories. Final codes reflecting trends in study topic were then refined.

Results
The study engaged 70 prefects in 12 FGDs. The mean age of study participants was 18.51 (SD = 1.49). Majority of the study participants were males (72.9%) and from the grade level senior five (51.4%). The Ugandan system has a 7:4:2 system of schooling. That is, students spend seven years at the primary level, four years at the secondary level (senior one to senior four), and two years at the advanced level (senior five and senior six). Students then join university or other institutions of higher learning after senior six. Students from lower secondary (senior one and senior two) did not feature among the sample, as all schools are mandated by the Ministry of Education guidelines to select prefects only from upper secondary section. All prefects had spent a year or less in their respective positions as student-leaders. This was expected, as a student-leader’s term of office in all Ugandan schools is mandated to last one year.
All FGDs (100%) gave the idea that peers play a big role in influencing adolescents in schools to use psychoactive substances. A participant from group six elaborated on influence of peers on PASU in school:

The other point of mine comes: mainly it is peer influence – like if you stay in a place say in a hostel where there is drug addiction, you also feel like being part of the group. Yeah, okay after being used to . . . [hesitation] okay after being introduced to the group of drug use, you end up being part of the group. Yeah – part of the peer influence that uses the drugs. (NAI04, July 4, 2013)

Additionally, relief and managing stressful situations (especially domestic stressors) was mentioned in the FGDs as one of the factors that contribute to PASU among students. Participants emphatically reasoned that PASU was a means of solving or repressing the day-to-day pressures of life. A participant emphasized the issue of using substances for stress management:

Are factors also reasons? [Moderator says ‘yes.’] Actually me personally I also take drugs! Yeah, more especially alcohols – these things like Bell and Guinness. There is a belief and this belief is on my side as well as that of other students: This belief is that such drugs can relieve stress. When you take a bit you feel relief and you are compelled to rest. It is because they intoxicate your brain and they weaken your cells. Yeah, that’s why you rest. (NAB01, July 4, 2013)

Another participant stated:

Now, for the alcohol that I named as knock-out, students use it as a problem knocker – so that it helps them to avoid those problems and to forget them. Problems like over-stress (too much stress) at home especially by guardians one thinks that is the only solution to the problem. Some of them also take alcohol as a means of warm up so that ‘you are sharp-sharp’ or bright in class! Yeah, especially during examination times. (ESI03, July 8, 2013)

The students also argue that certain academic subjects at their respective schools are disliked or hated, as they are regarded as difficult, hard, and boring. This implies that some students face challenges concentrating in those subjects. The quote below from a participant shows that students perceive PASU as having an amplifying influence and offer a means through which they gain confidence to concentrate on such hated subjects:

Some other factor – some of us today [hesitation] some of us there are some subjects we hate [laughter from the other group members] [hesitation]. Yeah, as a result of that students may decide to go out and take alcohol so that they can be steady in class [laughter, moderator asks the participant what she meant by ‘steadiness’] . . . Mm [hesitation]. Yeah, if you are not drank you can’t be active in that subject. (WFS06, June 24, 2013)

It was also reported that students held their parents and society accountable for substance use among adolescents in schools. Blame of parents for substance use among students was twofold. First, participants thought some parents themselves use psychoactive substances and therefore serve as examples to their children. Second, they thought it was permissiveness of parents and society that pushed students to PASU, as some of the participants from group six and group 11 respectively elaborated:

…family-like permissiveness of parents. (EMI04, July 11, 2013).

Relatives for example like he said, if you have brothers who take such drugs you also end up taking them – even parents! Those who smoke, they also like . . . in some other families where taking alcohol is normal you find students from those families emulating their parents. (CEE03, July 18, 2013)

To some extent, it was observed that students are involved in PASU to gain confidence for co-curricular activities, especially during entertainment. As one study participant elaborates:

“Marijuana for example – when someone wants to entertain others they may not be having self-confidence, they then take marijuana to become more active.” (WME05, June 13, 2013).

Related to entertainment was learning from role models, or what they termed “the bandwagon effect.” For example, one student confessed to having tasted cocaine. When asked for the reasoning for using it, the student asserted that “Bobi [musician] influenced me.” And students from group four had a similar argument:

“Some students believe that if you take something dry like marijuana you become a musician. So they take it when they are practicing for encouragement – you develop a talent of music just like celebs.” (NGH05, July 1, 2013).

Participants surprisingly mentioned “coupling” as one of the factors that influence PASU in schools. While it may be common for students in coeducational schools to “couple,” it was not expected to be a factor for PASU in those schools. When asked to explain how engaging in intimate relationships led to substance use, a participant from group two said,

“Home problems or maybe the girl friend has dropped him or vice versa.” (WKB01, June 18, 2013).

Uncommonly, other participants linked PASU to watching pornography. The student below emphasized the argument:

Pornography – like the students when they watch those things [pornographic materials], they tend to practice what they see like taking alcohol like
Discussion

As in other comparable studies (e.g., Bergen, Martin, Roeger, & Allison, 2005; Dolcini et al., 2013; Oakley, 1974; Pengpid & Peltzer, 2013), this study reveals that PASU among school-going adolescents is influenced by a number of individual and exterior factors. Peer influence was pinpointed by all FGDs as a major stimulus to adolescent substance use. A possible explanation for this finding could be that while adolescents learn good behaviors from their peers, it is probable that they equally adopt maladaptive and delinquent conducts, including PASU, from the same peers (Van Ryzin & Dishion, 2014). The result that peer influence is a major factor in PASU confirms previous related studies (e.g., Donovan, 2004; Yusoff et al., 2014) and is more so manifested by the social learning theory of PASU (Donovan, 2004).

In a social learning context, peers via observation, imitation, and positive reinforcement serve as a locus of learning of substance use (Giovanzolas & Themeli, 2014; Petraitis et al., 1995). Positive reinforcement probably occurs as substance use receives undeserving glorification as a cool, stylish, and trendy activity among youth. It has been suggested, for example, that peers encourage smoking initiation (Walsh & Tzelepis, 2007) and subsequent smoking behavior (Dawson, Sotelo, Roesh, & Klopoft, 2013), despite the health and social flaws associated with use of tobacco and its products (Jiloha, 2009). The phenomenon of peer influence and social learning is possibly reflected in media commercials portraying teenagers actively promoting alcoholic and tobacco products. Indeed, specific corporate companies in Uganda commonly do aggressive advertising featuring youthful models absorbed in PASU euphoria. In fact, some of the enterprises go an extra mile in erecting billboards along highways and in major towns with successful and talented youth, like musicians, modeling PASU. It is not surprising therefore for adolescents in urban-based schools to attribute substance use to peer models in their vicinities.

Other related studies among adolescents in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and elsewhere generally implicate substance use as providing a common activity through which teenagers bond with peers as well as “break the ice” in new social situations (Weinberg, Rahdert, Colliver, & Meyer, 1998). Peers, for example, were reported to influence adolescents’ drinking behaviors over and above individual characteristics (Sanhueza et al., 2013). Related studies (e.g., Fleary et al., 2013) also established that PASU among adolescents is related to peer-influence. In a similar context, Onya, Tessera, Myers, and Fisher (2012) underscore the role of peers as an influence to adolescent PASU. The vast sources cement our understanding that peer influence is a universally recognized factor associated with PASU.

Despite the revelations regarding peer influence and PASU, there is a marked contextual difference in the current findings and sources elsewhere. Contrary to this study, Walsh and Tzelepis (2007) found that peer pressure to use substances was mentioned by a small number of students from low socio-economic status families. Walsh and Tzelepis, however, made their observations from a study done in the United Kingdom, where societal stratification is based, among other things, on social polymorphism. The difference between the studies could hence originate from some striking disharmony in Ugandan and UK racial and socio-economic undercurrents.

Participants in this study pointed to their relatives (e.g., parents and siblings) and school neighboring communities as other crucial factors contributing to PASU in schools. Whereas a number of studies (e.g., Brook et al., 2006) pinpoint parental influence as a foremost factor towards PASU, such was not among major arguments for participants of the present study. However, research on neighborhood influences suggests that some ecological factors exert significant influences on adolescent substance use, and that social contact among neighbors may be one of the primary mechanisms through which transmission of substance use among students operates (Barnes et al., 2013). Furthermore, exposure opportunities such as high alcohol outlet density or availability of psychoactive substances have been cited as contributing factors to PASU among adolescents (Sanhueza et al., 2013).

The observation that PASU is related to adolescents’ interactions among themselves and other people mirrors the diffusion theory of substance use. As Ferrence (2001) posited, the diffusion theory is concerned with the “contagious” nature of PASU. It is honestly inferred and acknowledged that social integration affords favorable avenues for exchange of psychoactive substances among students and communities. The aforementioned literature moreover depicts school environments as not being secluded, and hence we comfortably argue that PASU networks certainly spread among them.

The present study also reports noteworthy results regarding students’ use of psychoactive substances to boost confidence during entertainment. This finding is not in isolation, as Bekman et al. (2011) assert that adolescents consume alcohol to enhance “social facilitation.” Social facilitation in this context denotes increased ability to perform socially determined tasks, including entertainment (Tulu & Keskis, 2015). Further confirmation of the present study’s findings is reflected by Surujjal and Keyser (2014) in their study exploring students’ demographic variables and alcohol consumption, where they attribute substance use to the desire to perform in athletics and related forms of co-curricular activities.
It is worth mentioning that, while the factors surrounding PASU among adolescents in schools have been found to be distinct, including PASU expectancies (Bekman et al., 2011) and social contingencies (Botvin & Griffin, 2007), schooling atmosphere stands at the epimete of PASU among adolescents (Reddy et al., 2007; Yusoff et al., 2014). Students in the respective schools where data collection for this study was done live a college-like life, yet they are too young to make mature, meaningful decisions as college students would do. For instance, in a typical public day-school located in a slum-like area, a number of day-scholars, especially boys, live in rented rooms outside schools, though within nearby communities. This arrangement was to facilitate commuting to and from school. Students are inevitably influenced by such environments, and their PASU behavior perhaps reflects a bigger picture of the society where they live.

Students clearly spotted social influences and domestic-related aspects as being the principal factors for PASU, not forgetting “reasoned actions” for them to perform better in school. As earlier rationalized, emphasis on social facets mirrors social learning and diffusion theories at work, with peer influence at the heart of students’ responses to the study question. This is understandable, as students are at a stage where peers and peer groups provide forums for self-expression. Desire for self-expression ostensibly culminates into self-fulfilling behaviors, including PASU. Present study findings are consequently interpreted in consideration of the philosophies underlying overall conceptualization of the study.

It is essential to enunciate that the present study has limitations. PASU essentially represents global and cosmopolitan issues whose factors touch a large spectrum of populations. Limiting the subject of PASU to public schools, and moreover to prefects, could have undermined our ability to generalize the phenomenon elsewhere. Moreover, the study findings may not very well relate to boarding schools that limit students within the confines of the school premises for longer periods. Comparatively, the category of schools considered by this study may be unique to particular countries like Uganda and uncommon in other parts of the globe. Such a shortfall may have resulted in our findings being conceptually localized and only replicable in a Ugandan context.

**Implications**

The present study findings probably inform policy design and implementation for young people in Ugandan schools. Firstly, peer influence has been implicated as being at the peak of the prime factors affecting PASU in schools. Based on such a revelation, schools ought to regulate peer networks that serve as prototypes for substance use. Secondly, educators ought to exploit the present study findings to construct a comprehensive school curriculum that seeks to mitigate the factors associated with PASU in schools. There could be, for example, modified curricula to include life skills related to peer resistance and social intelligence as integral mechanisms to reduce substance use among students.

**Further Research**

The present study qualitatively investigates the factors influencing PASU in schools, focusing on prefects as the unit of analysis. Whereas this technique enabled exploration of the study subject in depth, the findings may not be generalizable to a wider perspective. Similar but quantitative approaches are advocated for, as they can tap into the subject in a more generalizable point of view. Peer and familial factors in particular deserve due consideration as they emerged most frequently during FGDs and were reflected by various previous studies (e.g., Geramian et al., 2012).

**Conclusion**

The present study results intricately suggest that the factors influencing PASU among adolescents in schools resonate among individual adolescents, circumstances surrounding them, and the environment in which adolescents find themselves. The findings further reflect contemporary adolescent values (e.g., Colby et al., 2013) coupled with an increasingly receptive and permissible society that fuels PASU among students.
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